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Welcome back to our Women in Asset Management Blog Series. This ongoing discussion on timely investing topics
features the unique perspectives of successful female advisors in this traditionally male-centric industry. Today we’re
speaking with Michelle Smith, Chief Executive Officer of Source Financial Advisors.
WisdomTree: Michelle, when did you decide this was the profession for you?
Michelle Smith: I was 19 and my mindset was marketing, marketing, marketing when this came to me as a surprise. This
was in the late-70s when my mom was in the middle of her second divorce, from my stepfather. Her background was in
teaching, and she had her own nursery school. My stepfather owned a shoe store, but it was my mother who opened a
second location. One day in the midst of my mom navigating the divorce, my cousin, who was the chair of government
bonds at Merrill Lynch, came over to our house. He sat her down and said, “What you are is an entrepreneur, and I think
you’d be perfect in a ﬁnancial advisor brokerage program we have at Merrill.” She went for it, crushed the interview and
began a new career. In the early/mid-80s, I spent every summer during college working with her in the Colgate
Palmolive Building on Park Avenue. At 19, 20 years old I went to work every day right next door at Saks 5th Ave. It was
all sparkle and excitement, and I loved it. But the best part was that I got a front-row seat to my mom’s job and what it
was actually about. Until then, ﬁnance wasn’t something I understood or ever imagined I would choose, because I
thought it was just about numbers and analytics. I had no idea being an FA was so personal, so much about relationships
and helping people. I got hooked. I never would have chosen this unless my mother and her life circumstances, and the
mentorship of this amazing family member, hadn’t swayed her to Merrill Lynch.
The big “aha” for me wasn’t just learning what it meant to be an advisor, but also that it was equally about building a
business—and doing it the way you want, with your own natural skills. I couldn’t have articulated it like this at 22 years
old. But I’m hoping now that young women read this and think, “Oh my God, let me really think about what I’m good at,
who my natural market would be, what my life experiences are, and put it all together.” If it had been packaged to me
like that I would have come out of the gate stronger. But having the best mentor in the business right in front of me all
those years growing up really got me onto a moving walkway.
My mom worked in the business until she was 74 and I’m proud to say we’re still one of the few mother-and-daughter
pairs on Wall Street! There are lots of fathers and sons but very few mothers and daughters.
WisdomTree: You had quite a powerful role model to follow and it’s obvious you’d also be an excellent mentor. Are you
currently in a mentoring relationship?
Smith: Yes, I have a mentorship mentality throughout my business. For me, mentoring is not “here, do it my way.” I can
do a brain transfer, but I don’t believe anyone should try to create a mini me. I have an excellent coach, named Beverly
Flaxington, who said “You’re gonna freak people out, especially younger women, if you try to get them to ﬁll your shoes.
Have them design their own pair.” That advice has been invaluable. I believe a great ﬁnancial advisor uses their life
experience to become better. For me, that’s been about learning from my mom, but also drawing from the experiences
of raising my son, who has Down Syndrome. He’s given me this ability to understand things with a sixth sense. I’ve
developed a deep intuition that I trust much more than I would have without him. Every advisor needs to use their unique
life experiences and skills, and put those unique personal superpowers to work.
WisdomTree: What is the greatest business challenge that you’re tackling today?
Smith: Oh, without a doubt, it’s succession planning. I have my own process and I’m actively doing it, but the industry as
a whole has a problem with it. Remember that scene in Erin Brockovich, when the snooty lawyer with the pointy nose and
bad blue suit puts her hand on her hip and says, “You mean to say you can tell me everything about every client?!” and
Erin says,“Go for it!”? As the lawyer rattles off ﬁle names, Erin starts talking about the families, their phone numbers,
what’s going on in the kids’ lives. THAT is what makes a phenomenal ﬁnancial advisor. I’m at this 30 years, and we really
become Erin Brockovich. Yeah, there’s Salesforce, there’s Red Tail. CRM. You can keep a bunch of notes. But if your
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practice is growing, and if you’d like to retire one day, how do you transfer your “inner Erin Brockovich-ness”—all that
intimate personal knowledge—to other team members and bring them into the middle of very personal relationships?
How do you do that in a way that’s synchronized? I chose that word because the process needs to look like synchronized
swimming. If your clients are going to trust the peaceful transfer of power, you can’t wait until your last year to start.
That’s not going to work. You have to synchronize your individual team members and your clients. I’ve built something
I’m so damned proud of and I want to leave a legacy. I want to bring my people into these very intimate relationships—
but that process isn’t one-size-ﬁts-all. You have to start with the fact pattern of your business and team. What’s your
superpower? How about each team member’s? In my case, I’ve got a niche business. Ninety-five percent of my clients are
divorcees, and that was purposeful based on my life experience. I’m divorced twice, my mom was divorced twice, my
great-grandmother left an abusive husband in the 50s. So, I grew up with this. I understand it.
WisdomTree: Is a woman advisor likely to excel in ways that male advisors won’t?
Smith: I go back to the word intimate. The advisor-client relationship is one of the most intimate a person can have.
We’re solving incredibly personal problems. And that takes what I call listening between the lines—asking good
questions, listening very deeply, even reading their body language. To me, that’s more of a female superpower. I think
women are less apt to jump immediately to a solution to show our smarts. We’re also different than men in how we
deliver advice. Are we better? I don’t know that we’re better, but I know I’m different.
I’ve got wealthy male clients who open up to me differently than they would to a male advisor. There’s an ego dynamic
between men. A guy on a golf course with his male FA may portray that he has everything under control, that his life is
just shy of perfect. That competitive thing can make it harder for a male client to be transparent and open up. With me,
they get to the point quicker because they don’t worry about judgment. There’s less macho, less proving something, less
shame or embarrassment in admitting things they haven’t planned for or might be fearing. My male Wall Street clients
will open up about their fear. But women are also quick to feel a deeper comfort and intimacy level with me. I think they
feel less judgment with a woman in general, but I also think it’s because I really listen and ask a lot of questions.
WisdomTree: Is there a particular blind spot investors have that you help them overcome?
Smith: Absolutely yes. Addressing a client’s behavioral biases and psychological inﬂuences with money. Not doing that
is the number-one mistake I see advisors and clients make. Behavioral ﬁnance is a discipline the industry is ﬁnally starting
to value, and I think it’s incredibly important. Think about it. Everything advisors have been dealing with the last two
years is about what comes out of people when they’re under extreme duress. The pandemic turned everything upside
down. There’s a behavioral part of you that’s always operating in the background, preventing you from making good
decisions in times of ﬁnancial stress. But people are unable to face or even articulate their worst habits. If you're not
going to discuss that with clients, they are going to hurt themselves—no matter what information they have. You can
show them charts of the past six recessions and what happened afterward. But every crisis has its own trigger in people
that taps our fear of running out of money. I‘ll say, “I understand how this feels right now. But I think you’re confusing a
temporary loss of capital with a permanent one. Do you believe this situation is going to cause a permanent loss of
capital in your portfolio?” When I frame it like that, like it’s all or nothing, their answers are telling. Whatever's operating
in their subconscious comes out. That moment helps them regain perspective. If you pose that question and a client ever
answers “yes,” you need to be explaining their portfolio a lot better. I feel my job is to educate clients that risk does not
mean reckless—your reckless behavior could be your biggest risk.
WisdomTree: Are there any final thoughts you’d like to share before we finish?
Smith: WisdomTree made the conscious decision to highlight the superpowers of women in this business, and I’m so
glad I could be a part of it. We need helpful content like this for women, so thank you. We’re not better than men, but we
have different superpowers. We’re really, really good at this.
For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE, this material is intended
for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly
performance report to accompany this blog.
Related Blogs
+ Take Risks, and Pay Your Successes Forward
+ Lead with Your Strengths, and Don’t Be Afraid to Specialize?
View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION
U.S. investors only: Click here to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which contains investment objectives,
risks, charges, expenses, and other information; read and consider carefully before investing.
There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign investing involves currency, political
and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller
companies may experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, ﬁxed income and
alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for discussion of risks.
Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the opinions of the author, which are subject to
change, and should not to be considered or interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading
strategy, or deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on as such. There is no
guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market conditions. This material represents an assessment of
the market environment at a speciﬁc time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future
results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice regarding any security in particular. The
user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree
nor its affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal advice. Investors seeking tax or legal
advice should consult their tax or legal advisor. Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or ﬁndings
expressed herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and
may not be used as a basis for or component of any ﬁnancial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI
information is intended to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind
of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and analysis should not be taken as an
indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on
an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of
its afﬁliates and each entity involved in compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI
Parties”) expressly disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI Party have any
liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including loss proﬁts) or any other damages (
www.msci.com)
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WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.
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